
News story: UK urges Coalition to
maintain momentum against Daesh

With Daesh losing in both Iraq and Syria, Ministers considered the Coalition
campaign plan for 2017. This included plans for the operation to liberate
Western Mosul, which the Defence Secretary reviewed with the Iraqi Prime
Minister and Defence Minister during his visit to Iraq last weekend. With
eastern Mosul recently liberated by Iraqi forces, operations to free the west
of the city from Daesh’s tyranny will start shortly.

The RAF has been in action, striking Daesh around the approaches to the city
in recent weeks ahead of the launch of the operation, including sinking a
Daesh heavy machine gun team last week on a boat on the River Tigris. On
Tuesday careful surveillance operations allowed a building on the north-
western outskirts of Mosul to be identified as a Daesh headquarters. With
Iraqi forces keeping close watch from across the Tigris, a flight of Typhoons
were able to conduct a highly accurate attack late at night – two Paveway IVs
demolished the target.

RAF Typhoons bomb a Daesh HQ

RAF fast jets and remotely piloted aircraft have now carried out over 1,200
airstrikes against Daesh, second only to the United States in numbers of
Coalition strikes.

In Syria, where the picture is more complicated, the Defence Secretary
confirmed that by spring the operation to isolate Raqqa, the last major city
Daesh holds in Syria, would be complete. It is expected that thereafter the
liberation of the city itself will begin.

As the fight against Daesh enters a new phase, Ministers reviewed Coalition
requests to make the training effort more flexible. The Defence Secretary
last month authorised UK personnel to deliver training at secured and
protected locations in Iraq, in addition to the training sites at Taji, Al
Asad, Besmayah and Irbil, where personnel are already deployed. By training
forward Britain will now deliver the infantry skills, counter-IED, combat
first aid and bridge-building training where Iraqi forces need it. British
forces previously mentored Iraqi forces carrying out bridge building ahead of
the liberation of eastern Mosul.

Defence Secretary Sir Michael Fallon said:

Daesh is losing ground, fighters, and funding. Now we need to keep
up the pressure on Mosul and Raqqa to deal Daesh a decisive blow.
Britain will continue playing its leading role providing vital
intelligence, precision airstrikes, and training Iraqi forces where
they need it.
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The meeting of Coalition Defence Ministers took place following discussions
the day before on what more NATO would do to protect its southern borders.
Sir Michael confirmed that Britain will send a UK military officer to help
lead NATO’s newly established training and capacity building mission in Iraq.
This effort will help Iraqis defeat Daesh with training including in
countering explosive devices. This commitment builds on the work that Britain
is already doing in the country, where, we are helping to train Iraqi forces
at an unprecedented level, with over 3,000 being trained a month.

Read more about UK activity against Daesh here

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/update-air-strikes-against-daesh

